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In the spring of 1501,
when he was not yet 18
years old, Luther enrolled in the University
of Erfurt to continue his
studies of the Liberal
Arts (grammar, logic,
rhetoric, arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy). University
regulations stated that
each student was required to spend at
least one year living in
Erfurt’s Skyline is dominated by St. Mary’s Cathedral of
a Burse during his studErfurt (left) and the Church of St. Severus (right). The
ies under the close su- Cathedral was built in the 12th century on the foundation
pervision of a Master.
of much older church, and is where Martin Luther would
be ordained in 1507. They still hold relics today.
Degrees could only be
obtained when the student after final examinations, which could only
be taken under recommendation of the student’s Master. Because a
degree from the University of Erfurt signified not only academic but also
moral excellence, the Master was to give recommendation on both
the intellect and the character of the students. Repeated recommendations from a Master would place his place on the faculty in jeopardy.
The high expectations of the graduates and students of the university
was reflected in the strict regulations of the Burse in which the students
were to live. Students were woken in the morning at 4:00 am by a bell
and sent to bed with a bell at 8:00 pm in order to make best use of natural light, as artificial light was insufficient and expensive. Students’ days
were guided and marked by a set number of prayer offices from waking to sleeping and even through the night.
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Selections of sermons and textual notes—known
as Postille—were read at mealtimes, and they were expected to make confession at least four times a year. Required street dress for the students was the appropriate Toga or Tunic. Regulations also included guidance for
proper dress in the dormitories. Authorities kept a record of
the places frequented by the students. Frequent irregularity
in the behavior in the student would be grounds for denial
of the degree. Contact with women was forbidden unless
by special permission from the Master at weddings or other
occasions. Trips outside the dormitory after hours was also
only allowed by the Master. The student granted permission
would then need to check out a lantern and return it upon
arrival back in the dormitory. Each Burse was also given a
special ration of beer, which was kept and managed by
the Master.
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Under such regulation intended to keep the students motivated and their noses to the grindstone, it is no wonder that
young Martin Luther completed his Bachelor of Arts degree
in the minimum time allowed, 18 months, and his Masters
directly following in 1505. This qualified Luther to teach in
any Liberal Arts school. With the guidance and support of
his parents, Luther bought the extensive and equally expensive Corpus Juris to begin his studies at the Law school. Due
to extensive illness in the region (including his friends) reminding Luther of mortality, he soon gave up all his possessions—including his Corpus Juris—and applied for admission
to the Black Cloister of the Hermits of St. Augustine.
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Next Week: Hymn—Luther’s Life as a Monk—Rev. Matthew Tooman
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